FastoCloud
Media Service
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What is that?

FastoCloud — Media Server that can be used for delivering video
content to the end users via the Internet. There is also a special
Management System for providers and subscribers.
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What for?
FastoCloud offers the ability for companies to
deliver their content for end users by means of
specialized platform — FastoTV. End users can tune
the content provided by your company. 
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FastoTV offers the opportunity not only to watch the
content from providers but also to add own streams
from home web cams or from other video devices.
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Who needs?
It’s a flexible platform for every content provider:

Startups


Hospitality


Mobile Operators 


Corporates


ISPs


Online schools, video bloggers


Cable Operators

Branded Media Apps
www.fastocloud.com
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Benefits
FastoTV will help you to implement an IPTV multimedia and
video-ready network infrastructure solution that can:


Increase customer loyalty and satisfaction through new and
enhanced television (TV), video and video-based services.

Facilitate increased market competitiveness and revenue.

Meet your business needs.  
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H o w?
Our skilled, experienced specialists can provide full IPTV lifecycle

services to help your business establish a platform for future growth.

Access and plan
Network
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compliance to

technical
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of viable

alternatives and

final selection

Design

Implement
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network

architecture for

implementation
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components

Support

Implementation

and integration of

IPTV infrastructure
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and IT domains



Deployment,

provisioning and

distribution of TV,
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Internet and e-mail
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the IPTV network

infrastructure



Network


monitoring
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Single point of

contact to ensure

reduced risk
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How it works?
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Users may watch their favourite program live,
schedule a notification for a future one, or play one
from the recording servers.
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Devices

End user applications are available on every platform, from Android
and ios Mobiles, Tablets to PC (Windows/Linux/MacOSX/RPI) and
Android TVs.


Users may watch their favourite program live, schedule a notification for a future one, or
play one from the recording servers.
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V

ideo Content analysis (VCA)

VCA) is the capability of automatically analyzing video to detect and
determine temporal and spatial events.

Who can use?
Organizations performing video
surveillance of transport
Entertainment and shopping
facilities
Offices
Home sector
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Why FastoCloud?

Customizable Platform

A powerful portal to
manage customers
and content.

Personalization

Integration

Integration with 3rd
party services facilitate
every day work.

Intuitive and user
friendly applications.
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ou must CONTACT US
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if you wish to...

Monitor users

Deliver media

Users can pass the registration through
emails and have access to profile page and
also handle life time of subscription.

You search for a complete platform for
high-load video streaming projects of
any scale and deliver video content to
end users via the internet.

Accommodate
subscribers

Monetise business
You seek for minimum investment
and low operational costs. You also
aim to grow as an iptv operator and
benefit from it.

Subscribers can add their own streams
from web cams or other video
devices.
 They are able to select content
for watching implemented by providers.

FastoCloud
Media Service

Get support

Manage content

Our technical experts create software for
your hosting, establish the necessary
service and also advise you the best
hardware to use for the service.

The service has the management system for
providers and subscribers. Content can be
changed according provider`s requirements.
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